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THE ECONOMY OF CILICIA IN

LATE ANTIQUITY

(LEV. 35-36)

Hugh ELTON*

ÖZET

Bu bildiride Geç Roma Döneminde (MS 4. yüzy›ldan 7. yüzy›la kadar) Kilikya

bölgesinde yer alan Domuztepe yerleflimi örnek al›narak, bölgenin ekonomik

yap›s› sorgulanmaktad›r. Özellikle üzerinde durulan nokta, Kilikya’n›n bir bütün

olarak ele al›nan Akdeniz ekonomisindeki yeridir. Ekonominin incelenebilmesi

amac›yla dikkatler keramiklerde gözlenen birkaç sorun üzerine çekilmektedir. En

önemlisi, buluntu tabakalar›na göre elde edilmifl keramiklerin kesin miktar›n›n

saptanmas›d›r. Her bir formun, özellikle amphora formlar›n›n, daha sonra ayr›nt›l›

olarak incelenmesi gerekmektedir. Bu çal›flma s›ras›nda günümüze kadar koruna-

gelmifl arkeolojik malzemenin kullan›lmas›, araflt›rma yöntemiyle ilgili birkaç

problemin ortaya ç›kmas›na sebep olmaktad›r. fiöyle ki, bölgedeki ekonomik

faaliyetler (örne¤in kereste ve tekstil üretimi) geride ne kadar arkeolojik kan›t

b›rakm›flt›r. Kilikya’ya ithal edilen ve Kilikya’dan ihraç edilen keramiklerle

ilgili bulgular›n bugünkü durumu, özellikle LR 1 amphoralar› tart›fl›lm›flt›r. Bu

bildiride, son olarak, bölgenin Roma ekonomisiyle nas›l bütünleflti¤i, Kuzey

Afrika’daki Vandal istilas›yla do¤ulu tüccarlar›n karfl›s›na ç›kan yeni olanaklar

de¤erlendirilerek, ele al›nm›flt›r.

At Domuztepe in eastern Cilicia, about 12 km north of Castabala and

55 km inland, there is a late Roman country house. With no inscriptions

recovered from the site, we know little about the owners. Although the

house lay on the river Pyramus, it lay above the point where the river was

navigable. Nonetheless, the house owners were able to buy pottery imported

from other parts of the Mediterranean world. From western Anatolia they

received Phocaean red slip tableware and LR 3 amphorae, while from

North Africa they received more red slipped tableware.1 The imported

* Dr. Hugh Elton, British Institute of Archaeology at Ankara, Tahran Cad. 24, TR-06700 

Kavakl›dere, Ankara.

1 Rossiter and Freed 1991.
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ceramics thus show links between Cilicia (here broadly defined as the area

between the river Melas in the west and the Amanus mountains in the east)

and the Mediterranean economy as a whole during the fourth to seventh

centuries AD. Domuztepe was not simply a residential site, but was also

involved in the production of olive oil. It had a large oil press with a tank

that seems too big for domestic needs (1.85 m in diameter, capacity 5000

litres). Domuztepe can be used not just to show links, but to outline a much

more complex understanding of the way in which Cilicia was integrated

into the Mediterranean economy.

Ceramics provide enormous potential for understanding economic

relationships between Cilicia and the rest of the Mediterranean economy.

At the simplest level, the presence of imported or exported goods does

show links between regions. But unless we expect there to be no changes

in patterns of regional exchange, then showing links is only a first stage

of analysis. A second stage is to show changes in relationships between

different sites over time. This can only be done with a quantified approach.

Ideally, publications would include a full quantification of all pottery

(including coarse wares) by deposit on a site, though full quantification is

rarely the case in Roman archaeology. One reason is that quantities of

recovered ceramics are large, e.g. the 15,000 kg of pottery from the British

Excavations on the Avenue Bourguiba site at Carthage.2 However, these

apparently large quantities these need to be viewed in conjunction with

known manufacturing practices. Three third-century leases of potteries

from Oxyrhynchus in Egypt show a minimum annual production of

15,000, 16,000 and 24,000 20 sextarii jars, each of which would have

weighed more than 1 kg. In other words, one village potter in one year was

expected to produce as much pottery as was recovered from one large

trench (700 m2) from an urban excavation.3 We will never be able to

analyse more than a minute percentage of the material in circulation

although this is not a statistical problem as long as the samples themselves

are sufficiently large.4 Full quantification also allows analysis by type of

deposits, e.g. make-up layers, domestic dumps, commercial dumps, and

174
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3 Cockle 1981; Mayerson 2000.
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destruction layers. Thus commercial dumps contain larger quantities of

amphorae and fewer tableware and faunal deposits, whereas domestic

deposits have fewer amphorae, but more tableware and faunal deposits.

With full publication of all material in deposits (both ceramic and

non-ceramic), rather than a selected series of tablewares, the different

types of deposit should be detectable from the publication and can be

incorporated into any analysis.5 As a tool, quantification of deposits allows

us to ask more questions about the nature of the site and about changing

relationships between sites over time.

All of the red-slipped tablewares at Domuztepe were transported by sea

from the production centres to ports on the Cilician coast. Although this

was common in the ancient Mediterranean, it is worth some consideration.

Since pottery was not only cheap, but also heavy and breakable, it was

rarely traded in its own right. Parker’s 1992 analysis showed that although

pottery (excluding amphorae) was part of the cargo of 26 of 98 ancient

shipwrecks, it made up the complete cargo of only two ships.6 Moreover,

pottery was made throughout the Roman world and thus finding a market

outside big cities may not always have been easy. But if the profit on

pottery was small, and it was an awkward cargo, easy to damage, then why

was it so often traded over long distances?

But even when we have a full publication of evidence, we must also be

aware of what ceramic evidence does not tell us. Amphorae were moved

long distances in large quantities; in Parker’s list of 98 ship cargoes,

amphorae made up the sole cargo for 45.7 However, amphorae were not

traded for their own sake but as containers worth far less than their

contents. Diocletian’s Price Edict gives 12 denarii as the cost of a container

holding 20 sextarii (11-12 litres). To fill such a vessel with ‘rustic wine’

would have cost 160 denarii. If it was filled with ‘first quality wine’ it

would have cost 480 denarii, so the contents would be worth forty times

the cost of the container.8 Second, as throughout the Mediterranean, most
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of Cilicia’s production was cereals, and vine and olive products.9 Much of

this production need not have been transported in amphorae, e.g. olive oil

and wine could have been carried in barrels or skins, though neither

is well-suited for oil. Other regional goods could not be transported

in amphorae, for example textiles and timber, or were probably not trans-

ported in amphorae, such as saffron from Corycus and storax from Isauria

and the Amanus.10 This caution is particularly relevant for one form of

amphora, often referred to as LR 1, which were produced in Cilicia

between the late fourth and seventh centuries and used to export Cilician

products. Unlike some late antique amphorae which were used for either

wine or oil, LR 1 were used to carry both oil and wine. Their production

was not confined to Cilicia, but they were also produced in the rest of the

southern coast of Anatolia, in North Syria, Cyprus, and Rhodes. These

amphorae help to explain the economy, but there was much more to the

region’s economy than these vessels.11

With these cautions in mind, we can now consider the ceramic evidence

showing links between Cilicia and the rest of the Mediterranean. For late

Roman Cilicia, as for many areas of the Roman Empire there has until

very recently been a tendency to concentrate on cataloguing tablewares,

with little attention paid to quantification or to analysing coarse wares and

amphorae. In the case of LR 1 amphorae although there are numerous

variants of form and fabric, there is still no reliable guide to these. Without

a clearer typology and systematic petrographic analysis, the often-quoted

statement of Empereur and Picon regarding the origins of many LR 1

amphorae in Egypt as either Cypriot or Cilician must be regarded as

unproven.12 Other amphorae are often treated as a single manufacturing

block, sometimes referred to as a ‘standard package’ of types LR 1 - LR 7,

though this is highly misleading. The numbering system and their ease of

identification helps conceal numerous other types of late antique

amphorae, some of which have only recently been identified such as those
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10 Mango 2001.

11 Some recent literature on LR 1 amphorae: Peacock and Williams 1986, 185-187; Hayes 1992,

vol. 2, 63-64; Arthur  and Oren 1998; Kingsley and Decker 2001, 4-5.

12 Empereur and Picon 1989,  242-243.



from Beirut or Sinope.13 Perhaps because of these difficulties there is only

one report from a Cilician city which provides quantification and a study

of all types of ceramics (though not the lamps) found at the site, that

of Williams on Anemurium.14 However, there are ongoing or recently

completed urban excavations, in particular at Celenderis, Sebaste, Tarsus

(the Cumhuriyet Alan›) and Pompeiopolis, which should produce good

results. More work could also be usefully done on museum collections,

along the lines of fienol and Kerem’s recent article on amphorae in the

Mersin Museum.15 Nonetheless, in the current state of our knowledge, it is

only possible to show presence or absence of imports on a few sites (fig. 3).

Analysing late antique Cilician exports presents different challenges.

Most obviously, Cilician products are hard to define in ceramic terms. No

widely distributed tablewares were produced in the region and, besides LR

1 amphorae, the only possible ceramic product was a wheel-made lamp,

Bailey Q3339, perhaps produced at Anemurium (fig. 1).16 Thus the only

ceramic form certainly exported from Cilicia was the LR 1 amphora,

though this was also produced elsewhere in southern Anatolia, Cyprus and

north Syria. In the current state of our knowledge, we cannot subdivide LR

1 types by areas of production.

Although there were almost certainly regional trade details that we

cannot detect at present, the exports of LR 1 can be divided into three

major geographical zones (fig. 2). These are very broad generalisations

and there are exceptions at every site and within every zone. The first

zone, Egypt, southern Gaul (especially Marseille), Constantinople, the

Balkans, and probably Greece and western Asia Minor, saw a consistent

flow of imports from the late fourth century into the seventh century.17 The

second zone, Italy, North Africa and Spain, had very small numbers of LR

1 imports during the late fourth and early fifth centuries, but much larger

numbers from the mid to late fifth centuries.18 The third zone was the
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15 fienol and Kerem 2000.
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17 Bonifay 1986.

18 Arthur 1998.
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Levant where there were few imports.19 Although close to the production

areas, this may have been because Cilician wine was similar to Ascalon

wine.20 Although finds are known from Britain and south Russia, these

were in minute quantities and not significant for reconstructing trade

patterns.21

This trade was probably both direct and indirect. As far as potentially

Cilician products are concerned, direct trade might be suggested by the

collocation of lamp Q3339 and LR 1 amphorae, but as yet there is not a

great deal of data.22 Thus in fifth and sixth century Carthage, although LR

1 and other eastern amphorae were present in large numbers, eastern

produced tablewares like Phocaean and Cypriot Red Slip were not, which

might suggest limited direct contact between Cyprus or western Anatolia

and Africa, a hypothesis reinforced by the almost total absence of other

eastern produced materials like the lamp Q3339, Palestinian cookwares

and coins minted in Antioch. However, we should try to avoid being too

dogmatic, since many ships would have had mixed cargoes, some of which

were directly traded, others redistributed. 

The environment in which this trade took place involved a substantial

private sector.23 But it was not a totally free market, being distorted by the

enormous state contracts for supplying the army and the cities of Rome

and Constantinople.24 The transportation of food for Rome and Constan-

tinople (the annona) was by private shippers on government contracts,

though they were allowed to carry small quantities of other goods for private

trade.  On their return voyage, the ships presumably carried some goods

back with them, though in the case of the subsidised cargoes this may not

have been economically necessary. The majority of the wheat imported

to Rome came from Africa, to Constantinople from Egypt. In Italy, this

situation produced an enormous volume of African imports before c. 450,

shown by the lack of market penetration by LR 1 and large numbers of
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19 Reynolds 1997-1998,  53-54; Riley 1975. 

20 Mayerson 1993.

21 Thomas 1959.

22 Reynolds 1995, 133 and fig. 173.

23 Wickham 1988; Temin 2001; Whittaker 1983.

24 Sirks 1991.



African amphorae and cooking wares. But from the 440s, the Vandal

conquest of Africa destroyed the annona system. Once African imports

were no longer subsidized by the state, eastern merchants could compete

more effectively in Italy and Africa. For the owners of Domuztepe and

those like them, an opportunity appeared. The exploitation of this econo-

mic opportunity is shown archaeologically by the sudden increase in finds

of LR 1 (as well as other eastern) amphorae on sites in Italy and Africa

from the late fifth century.25 Events elsewhere in the Mediterranean that

would at first glance appear remote, like the Vandal conquest of Africa,

could thus have a profound effect on the economy of Cilicia, as well as of

other regions.

Conclusion

In studying the economy of late antique Cilicia there are a number of

problems. Much of the evidence for production has not been recorded

textually or has not survived archaeologically while the use of the archaeo-

logical material that has survived presents a number of methodological

problems. At the moment, we can say little more than the region was

linked to the rest of the Mediterranean, but with a few quantified studies,

it will be possible to say much about the economic relationships of Cilicia

with neighbouring regions and the Roman Empire, including discussion of

how these changed over time. In this way, a more detailed understanding

can be created of how goods moved within the late antique Mediterranean.
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Fig. 2 Export Zones of LR 1 Amphorae

Fig. 3 Tableware and Amphora Imports in Cilicia




